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much as rigour." Twelve days later he writes to his
ambassador at Borne to assure the Pope that he will not
suffer the least relaxation of the punishment.
As to the pardons publicly announced in my name, whisper in
the ear of his Holiness that Ida not pretend to pardon in matters
religious. Assure his Holiness that rather than suffer the least
thing in prejudice of religion, I will lose my States and a hundred
lives, for I will not live to be a king of heretics. And if I must
use force, I will carry out my intentions myself, and neither my
own peril nor the ruin of these provinces, or even of all my
dominions, shall stop me from fulfilling my duty as a Christian
prince to maintain the Catholic faith and the Holy See now filled
by a Pope whom I love and revere.
From the time when Philip's fierce letter from Segovia
had been received (the end of 1565) the Prince abandoned
the hope of ever bending the King's purpose by argument.
By his secret correspondents, he knew all that passed in
the royal Council, and he saw that resistance alone could
be relied on. He is said in the Council of State to have
dissuaded any further attempt to influence the King.
He called for the immediate publication of the King's
missives, saying, " We shall soon see the curtain rise on a
memorable tragedy (egregiae tragoediae)." It is ridiculous
to imagine that he uttered such words (as an enemy
relates) " with glee" [quasi hetus gloriabundusgue], if he
uttered them at all It would be in flagrant contradic-
tion to every word of the weighty letter that he wrote
to the Regent with his own hand to resign his offices.
iladam (he writes, 24th January 1566), as to the decrees of the
Council of Trent, I do not see that they will cause much difficulty,
and all matters of ecclesiastical order I will leave to those whose
charge It is ; they are not in my vocation. As to the Inquisition,
the subjects of these Provinces have been repeatedly assured that
it shall not be introduced here, and this confidence of theirs has

